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And it is possible that the unexpected is right up there in the air too. Most jazz fans will have heard
these songs at some time or other and have heard them quite differently now, but it is still possible
that other changes, caused by discographic maturation, the changing nature of jazz as an art form or
pop culture, the passing of time, the specific cultural circumstances of the late sixties, are at work
here too. But even in this unlikely event, it will be impossible for anyone to argue with Coltranes
assertion of this aces full-length record as the high point of his mighty career. (DM) To many, pianist
Charles Mingus and the rest of his immediate entourage got a raw deal during his lifetime because of
his insistence on playing a political, social and spiritual melange which appeared for some years to
be, quite simply, beyond the comprehension of others. Only in the last ten years has the full extent
of this musical magnificence been revealed and appreciated. This is one of the greatest jazz albums
ever made. Its a blend of feeling, technique and true feeling, and could not be more fitting for the
unique and more spiritual music, which it embodied, of the Harlem Renaissance. Bill Evans joins
Mingus for two compositions by the latter, which he recorded at the time, and also plays on two
more by Evans. Evans plays solo in seven of the ten pieces, with the cellist Michael Brecker standing
in, and Cannon adds some pointed and penetrating overdubs to the long dynamic one. Sometimes a
little too fast, and rather too deliberate, some of the solos here are hard to take, but the sense of the
pieces is clear. This is free jazz, but a sophisticated one. (DM)
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